
Hands-free sanitising for 
real-world business needs

TM

UK Patent Pending No. 2010016.0.

https://hypost.co.uk

Product shown with floor mounted and free standing configurations
Uses based on calculation = 5000ml/1.1ml.   
Nozzle dose tests = 1.1ml 
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Key Features

Putting people first with HYpost

- SAFER hands-free operation
- Suitable for all demanding high-footfall 

  environments including education, medical, 

  industrial, hospitality, retail, office, and more

- Compact body with large 5 litre tank

- Large fold-out foot pedal

- Smooth antimicrobial outer body for easy 

   cleaning and prevention against 

   contamination build up

- Reduced cross contamination with rear 

   located filler

- Outdoor friendly with water run-off channel 

- Large sanitiser level indicator window 

- Resistant to finger and hand oil marks

- Lockable features for theft prevention

Designed and Manufactured in the UK by ProductCDM.com

Talk to us about available colours & branding
available on larger orders

v3r4-20201012

Hand hygiene has become part of ‘the new normal’ for reducing infection transmission. 
Unfortunately washing your hands is not always suitably available especially when entering a 
shop, office, supermarket, etc.

The next best option is hand sanitising and this is where the HYpost really stands out. With a 
large 5L capacity in a product not much larger than a street bollard, you can offer people 
protection at the entrance of your premises or office without wasting valuable floor space 
and more importantly, without losing hours of your day cleaning and /or refilling the unit.

We have taken the strict surface cleaning requirements of the medical market, mixed this 
with the production processes of road traffic safety products, thrown in a lot of human 
centred design and created the HYpost to fit within your busy day.

Do not let the smooth and stylish exterior fool you, with a UV8 rated, anti-microbial body and 
reinforced metal subframe, this product is built to last. You can keep the product compact 
and bolt it to the ground or you can have it free standing via the simple (included) addition 
of the stabilising foot plate. We have also included a large eye bolt allowing you to secure 
via a chain or padlock.

enquiries@hypost.co.uk +44(0)113 733 2688



General 
Specification:

- Box size: (lL)936mm x (W)181mm x (D)286mm
- Hypost weight: 8Kg including stabiliser base. (6.5Kg without)

- Tank capacity: 5.2L
- Pump dispense volume: 1ml (+/- 0.1ml)
- Filler opening: 35mm diameter
- Outer body: Antimicrobial HDPE (UV8 rated)
- Internal tank: HDPE (UV8 rated)
- Dispense pipe: LLDPE
- Dispense Pipe Surround: 316 Stainless Steel
- Filler CAP: 316 Stainless Steel
- Metal work: Powder Coated Mild Steel

TM

Require sanitiser?
We have direct access to UK 
manufactured sanitising gel on 
a buy-as-you-need basis.

No tie-ins or contracts. 
Simply add what you need to 
your order or give us a call.

enquiries@hypost.co.uk +44(0)113 733 2688

https://hypost.co.uk
v3r4-20201012
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